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Economic theory predicts that default breach remedies are im-
material whenever contracting and bargaining costs are negligi-
ble. Parties will then always incorporate the efficient remedy
into their contract. Some experimental studies, however, suggest
that in practice default rules do matter, because they may af-
fect parties’ preferences over the various breach remedies. This
paper presents results from an experiment designed to address
the (un)importance of default breach remedies for actual con-
tract outcomes. In contrast to previous studies the focus is on a
setting with both explicit interaction between contracting parties
and explicit monetary incentives. We find that default rules do
have an impact on actual contract choices. The reason for this is
not that proposals and/or responses are biased towards the de-
fault contract, but rather that parties often disagree over what
the best contract is and therefore end up with the default.(JEL:
K 12, C 91)

1 Introduction

After a contract is made, it may always occur that one of the parties fails to
perform. Breach remedies make explicit what happens in this case. In par-
ticular, they either specify the exact amount of compensation the defaulting
party has to pay to the victim of breach, or the way in which this amount

∗Paper prepared for the conference on Experimental Law and Economics, to be held in
Bad Meinberg in June 2006.
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is calculated. A large and mostly theoretical literature has emerged that
investigates the attractiveness of various commonly used breach remedies,
like liquidated damages, expectation damages, and reliance damages, among
others. The main focus is typically on whether these remedies induce effi-
cient investment decisions and efficient trade decisions (cf. Shavell [1980],
Rogerson [1984]). The resulting efficiency ranking of the different breach
remedies in general depends on the characteristics of the underlying trade
relationship at hand (cf. Posner [2003a]).1

Many real world contracts contain gaps and do not specify what happens
if a party does not deliver as promised. In that case the parties involved (im-
plicitly) rely on the default terms incorporated in the general contract law.
These default rules apply in the absence of explicit contract terms to the
contrary. An important issue is then which breach remedy should be chosen
by legal policy makers as default. Traditional law and economics analysis
starts from the celebrated Coase theorem, observing that in a world absent
of contracting and bargaining costs, the choice of default remedy will have no
impact on contractual relationships. Whenever the default remedy is ineffi-
cient, the parties to a contract will simply bargain around it and incorporate
the efficient breach remedy into the contract. From this perspective the
choice of default remedy should be guided by transaction cost considerations
alone (cf. Posner [2003b], Cooter and Ulen [1997]).

Some experimental studies, however, suggest that default remedies may
have an impact independent of contracting and bargaining costs. In an in-
dividual decision making experiment Korobkin [2000] finds that expressed
preferences for particular contract terms depend on the default terms in
place.2 In particular, default terms create an “endowment effect”, i.e. a
higher stated valuation for a given term stemming from the mere fact that

1Sloof, Leuven, Oosterbeek, and Sonnemans [2003] and Sloof, Oosterbeek,
Riedl, and Sonnemans [2002] report results from laboratory experiments that by and
large provide support for the efficiency ranking predicted by standard theory.

2In the experiment subjects took the role of a delivery firm that provided shipping
services to a gifts company. They were asked their preferred change in the per-delivery
price when contract terms were changed from limited liability to full liability or vice
versa. Treatments varied in which type of liability was the default term. A second set of
experiments focused on variations in ”impossibility excuse”, i.e. a clause that excused the
firm from delivery in unforeseen contingencies beyond the firm’s control which rendered
performance commercially impractible. In all cases, labeling a term as being the default
appeared to strengthen subjects’ preferences for it.
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this term is part of the default.3 The explanation put forward is that sub-
jects fear that they will suffer future regret from actively changing contract
terms. Korobkin argues that in practice default rules are therefore likely
to be ”sticky”, because parties will be reluctant to deviate from them even
when there are no transaction costs in doing so.

Schwab [1988] investigates the impact of contract presumptions on con-
tract bargaining in an experiment where subjects bargain with each other
in pairs. Presumptions resemble default terms, as they “...interpret silent
or ambiguous contracts but allow parties to alter or waive the presumed in-
terpretation with specific language” ([Schwab, 1988, p. 239]). Standard
theory predicts that presumptions neither have efficiency nor distributive ef-
fects. This holds because parties can always bargain around them and the
presumptions themselves provide no bargaining power at all. Partly in line
with this, Schwab observes that presumptions do not affect the efficiency of
bargains. However, they do affect the distribution of wealth; subjects appear
more successful in the negotiations when the presumptions are in their favor.4

Although Schwab did not explicitly include breach remedies in the contract
presumptions he studied, his results do suggest that the ”stickiness” of de-
fault breach remedies may be rather limited in practice. Even then though,
they may affect the outcome of contract bargaining.

3The endowment effect in general refers to the observation that people tend to value
a good higher when they own it than when they do not, i.e. there is a gap between
“willingness to pay” and “willingness to accept”. Korobkin [2003] provides a broad
overview of the manifestation of the endowment effect in various (legal) contexts. Three
types of explanations are discussed, viz. experimental conditions, wealth effects and loss
aversion. According to Korobkin the explanatory power of the first two factors is limited.
Explanations based on loss aversion (i.e. losses are felt more strongly than equivalent
gains) are much more promising, especially those related to the avoidance of future regret.
In contrast, Plott and Zeiler [2005] downplay the robustness of the endowment effect
in general and argue that it can be attributed to experimental procedures and subjects’
misconceptions.

4In the experiment of Schwab [1988] 222 subjects were paired in couples and either
took the role of employer or of a labor union. They bargained over 4 items: wage, vacation
time, noise reduction and a relocation clause which gave the firm the right to relocate work
to a non-unionized plant. The last item was the focal point of the experiment and was
varied in a 2x2 design. Treatments differed according to whether such a relocation clause
is efficient or not, and whether it is part of the contract presumptions or not. Overall,
presumptions neither affect the fraction of fully efficient outcomes nor the amount of
efficiency gains achieved. But the union got significantly more out of the bargaining when
no-relocation is part of the initial contract presumptions than when it is not.
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The above findings come from experiments in which subjects made hypo-
thetical choices and in which no monetary incentives were provided.5 More-
over, in Korobkin [2000] subjects did not bargain with each other about
the terms of trade whereas Schwab [1988] did not explicitly focus on breach
remedies. In contrast, in this paper we consider an experimental setting with
both interaction and monetary incentives and we address the question how
default remedies affect actual contract choices head-on. Our main focus is on
how subjects’ endogenous choice of breach remedies varies with the default
remedy in place. Apart from that we also study actual breach behavior given
the contract choices made.

This paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we discuss the basic
model on which our experiment is based. Section 3 describes the experimental
design and formulates the hypotheses that are put to the test. Results are
presented in Section 4. The final section summarizes and concludes.

2 The model

Two risk neutral parties, a female buyer and a male seller, may trade one
unit of a particular good. In order to get the benefits from trade, the buyer
must invest some resources before she learns whether the seller will deliver
the good. Following Shavell [1984] this amount of reliance expenditures
r is assumed to be fixed (with r ≥ 0). The buyer’s expectancy from trade
equals V > 0 whereas the seller’s production costs are c ≥ 0.

Apart from trading with the buyer, the seller has an alternative trading
opportunity denoted s, with the (competitive) outside price s unknown at the
start of the relationship. We assume that the value of this outside option is
uniformly distributed on the interval [sl, sh] (with 0 ≤ sl < sh). Throughout
we also assume that profitable trades always exist, i.e. that c < max{sl, V }.

Efficiency requires that the seller trades with the original buyer whenever
s < V and sells to the outside buyer in case s > V . The efficient breach set
thus equals:

Beff = {s | s > V }

To make the situation interesting, we assume that Beff is a strict subset of
[sl, sh], so that breach is not always efficient. We also assume that Beff is

5According to [McAdams, 2000, p. 549], a potential explanation why Schwab observes
fewer efficient outcomes than usual in experiments on Coasian bargaining is that subjects
did not put in enough effort because they were not paid for it.
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non-empty, such that separation is efficient in at least some contingencies.
Assumption 1 below secures this.

Assumption 1. sl < V < sh.

The question of interest is whether the parties will arrive at the efficient
outcome and trade only when it is efficient to do so. To govern their re-
lationship the buyer and the seller may sign a contract (p, δ), stipulating a
price p ≥ c the buyer has to pay in case of performance and a compensation
amount δ ≥ 0 the seller has to pay in case of breach.6 More specifically,
buyer and seller are assumed to play the following sequential-moves game:

I Contracting stage. Buyer and seller negotiate and sign a contract that
specifies a fixed price p ≥ c the seller gets when the parties trade and a
damage amount δ ≥ 0 the seller has to pay if he breaches the contract;

II Reliance stage. After the contract has been signed the buyer expends
reliance resources r, with r ∈ [0, V ) fixed;

III Information stage. Nature draws the value of the seller’s outside option
s from a uniform distribution on [sl, sh]. The value of s becomes known
to both parties;

IV Breach decision stage. The seller decides whether to trade with the
original buyer, or to breach the contract in order to sell to an outside
buyer. In the latter case the seller has to pay damage amount δ ≥ 0 to
the buyer.7

Payoffs are as follows. When the seller trades with the original buyer, the
seller gets p−c whereas the buyer obtains V −p−r. In case the seller breaches
the contract and goes to the outside buyer, the seller obtains s− δ− c while
the buyer gets δ − r.

6We assume that price p is paid at the time the contract is performed and not at the
time the contract is made. This assumption is immaterial for the analysis, see [Shavell,
1980, p. 477].

7Following Shavell [1980] we focus on the case where renegotiation of the initial
contract is not possible. This is also the setting considered in the experimental evaluation
in Sloof et al. [2003]. See Sloof et al. [2002] for an experimental comparison of
various breach remedies in a setting that allows for renegotiation.
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The predicted outcome under a given contract (p, δ) is easily derived. Let
∆ ≡ p+ δ denote the “gross” trade price. The seller then breaches whenever
s > ∆.8 The equilibrium breach set given contract (p, δ) thus equals:

B(∆) = {s | s > ∆}

Only when ∆ = V the equilibrium breach set B(∆) coincides with the effi-
cient one Beff . In case ∆ < V the seller breaches too often from an efficiency
perspective, because inefficient breaches happen whenever ∆ < s < V . For
∆ > V too few breaches occur. In that case buyer and seller inefficiently
trade when ∆ > s > V . Note that for all ∆ ≥ sh the breach set B(∆)
is empty. This formally corresponds with the case of specific performance,
under which unilateral breach of contract is not possible. In the sequel we
assume without loss of generality that ∆ ≤ sh and we let ∆ = sh represent
specific performance.

In the contracting stage parties are expected to sign a contract that
exhausts all possible gains from trade. For a given contract (p, δ) with
∆ ≡ p + δ ≤ sh it can be derived that expected joint payoffs equal:

ΠS + ΠB =

[
p− c +

(sh −∆)2

2 (sh − sl)

]
+

[
V − p− r − (sh −∆) (V −∆)

(sh − sl)

]
(1)

= V − r − c +
(sh − V )2

2 (sh − sl)
− (∆− V )2

2 (sh − sl)

with ΠS and ΠB the expected net payoffs of seller and buyer, respectively.
From the final expression it is easily seen that joint payoffs are highest when
∆ = V . This corresponds with the expectation damages breach remedy
δ = V − p. In that case the breach decision is always efficient. Price p can
be used as a separate instrument to distribute the gains from trade. For the
buyer to be willing to sign the contract, it must hold that ΠB ≥ 0. Similarly,
at least ΠS ≥ 0 is needed for the seller to be willing to enter the relationship.
Moreover, it stands to reason that the contract is such that the seller at least
gets the expected payoff he would get in the absence of a contract.9

Overall, the equilibrium prediction is that parties will opt for the efficient
expectation damages rule, independent of the default breach remedy in place.

8Without loss of generality we assume that when s = ∆ the seller trades with the orig-
inal buyer. Note that with the assumed continuous distribution this is a zero probability
event.

9Without a contract the expected payoffs of the seller equal sl+sh

2 − c for c ≤ sl
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Exactly how the joint surplus is divided (i.e. how large price p is) depends
on the bargaining power of both parties at the contracting stage.

Expression (1) makes clear that the performance of a given contract cru-
cially depends on ∆, i.e. on both the contract price p and the compensation
amount δ. With the formula it is straightforward to rank, for a given price
p < V − r, some commonly used breach remedies in terms of efficiency. As
noted above, the expectation damages rule δ = V −p is first best. Because in
our setting price p is paid at the time the contract is performed, restitution
damages correspond to the case of no damages δ = 0. This breach remedy is
(weakly) dominated by reliance damages δ = r. However, because p+ r < V
reliance damages does not attain first best as well. Under both reliance dam-
ages and restitution damages inefficiency arises because the seller breaches
too often. In case of specific performance breach of contract is not possible;
B(sh) = ∅. In that case inefficiency results from excessive performance and
expected net social surplus equals V − r − c. Whether specific performance
is more or less efficient than reliance damages depends on how the problem
of excessive performance compares to the problem of inappropriate breach.
In general, this can go either way (cf. Proposition 5 in Shavell [1984]).

Finally, from the expression for ΠS it follows that the seller necessarily
becomes worse off when δ increases (while keeping p constant). For the buyer
comparative statics are ambiguous. For low values of δ expected payoffs ΠB

increase with δ, for high values of δ these payoffs decrease with δ. The
intuition for the latter observation is that when δ is high, the buyer actually
gets a larger payoff when the seller breaches than when he does not. An
increase in δ makes breach less likely though, and overall the buyer gets less
when the damage payment becomes larger.

3 Experimental design and hypotheses

3.1 Experimental game and treatments

In the experiment we simplified the game of Section 2 by skipping the second
reliance expenditures stage, i.e. we chose r = 0. The remaining basic pa-

and (sh−c)2

2(sh−sl)
when c > sl. If all contracts (p, δ) with expectation damages δ = V − p

do not satisfy these distributional requirements, the parties may agree on ex ante side
payments in order to get an efficient contract implemented. However, the parameters
in our experiment are chosen such that side payments at the contracting stage are not
necessary and we therefore discard this possibility.
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Table 1: Available contracts in the experiment

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

label in exp. ‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

contract price p 364 364 340 140

breach penalty δ breach n.p. 336 80 0

No breach A gets 234 234 210 10

B gets 56 56 80 280

Breach A gets n.p. T − 466 T − 210 T − 130

B gets n.p. 336 80 0

Equilibrium predictions:

Pr(breach) 0 0 0.4 0.8

ΠS 234 234 266 234

ΠB 56 56 80 56

Remark: V = 420, r = 0, c = 130, sl = 0 and sh = 700; n.p. = not
possible.

rameters were set equal to: V = 420, c = 130, sl = 0 and sh = 700. We also
restricted the parties’ contract choices to just four different contracts (p, δ),
see Table 1 for an overview.

In the experiment we used colors as neutral labels to identify these con-
tracts. The ‘blue’ contract corresponds with expectation damages and is
therefore also referred to as EX in the main text. Similarly, RE (the ’white’
contract) reflects both reliance and restitution damages, as for r = 0 these
two damages coincide. Specific performance is represented by two different
contracts. In one of these breach of contract is explicitly excluded; breach is
simply not an available choice option for the seller. This corresponds closest
to an entitlement (to the seller’s good) protected by a property rule and is
therefore referred to as SP-prop (the ’yellow’ contract). Under the second
type of SP contract breach is possible in principle, but the damage amount
due is set prohibitively high (i.e. ∆ = sh = 700). This has the flavor of
an entitlement protected by a liability rule and is thus denoted SP-lia (the
’green’-contract).
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Although formally SP-prop and SP-lia are equivalent, there are reasons to
expect that in practice this may not be the case. According to Rachlinski
and Jourden [1998] there is an important psychological difference between
liability rules and property rules. Under the former unilateral breach of con-
tract is ’permitted’, as long as the breacher pays the monetary compensation
specified in the contract. In case of a property rule unilateral breach is not
‘permitted’. A liability rule therefore conveys a lower sense of certainty and
security than a property rule does, even when the damage payment under
the liability rule is (in theory) set prohibitively high. In their individual
decision-making experiment without monetary incentives Rachlinski and
Jourden [1998] find that only when a given ownership right is protected by
a property rule, the willingness to pay for this right falls short of the willing-
ness to accept. No such endowment effect is observed when the ownership
right is protected by a liability rule.10 In an experiment with a rather differ-
ent focus, Croson and Johnston [2000] find that the way in which the law
protects ownership rights has a large impact on buyers’ choices between bar-
gaining for the seller’s good or simply taking it without consent. To explore
whether the (psychological) difference between liability rules and property
rules matters in our setting, we included both forms of specific performance
in our experiment.

For the actual choice of contract the following procedure was used. One
of the four available contracts served as the default. In the first stage of the
experimental game, one of the parties acted as proposer and decided whether
or not to propose a contract different from the default contract. Both the
type of default contract in place and the identity of the proposer (seller or
buyer) served as treatment variables, see below. If the proposed contract
was accepted by the other party, this contract applied. If not, or in case
the proposer did not want to deviate from the default, the default contract
applied.

Apart from neutral labels for the different contracts, we also used neutral
labels for the seller (A) and the buyer (B) role. We did so to mitigate subjects’
natural tendency of thinking that for the buyer (seller) the lowest (highest)
price is always best. Alternative price s was denoted T in the experiment.

10Lewinsohn-Zamir [2001] argues to the contrary that the endowment effect will be
larger under a liability rule than under a property rule. No (direct) empirical evidence is
provided that supports her claim though. Korobkin [2003] speculates that the results
of Rachlinski and Jourden are highly driven by the environmental context in which the
experiment is casted.
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The complete order of play was presented to the subjects as follows (the
example below concerns the treatments where SP-lia is the default):

1. One of the participants within a pair proposes a contract. S/he ei-
ther chooses the default green contract, or one of the three alternative
contracts referred to with the colors green, blue and white. Contracts
differ in the price participant B has to pay to A in case A performs the
contract and (if applicable) in the compensation amount A to has to
pay to B when A breaches the contract. The exact amounts belonging
to a particular contract can be found in the table that is handed out
to you [this table was similar to the upper two panels of Table 1];

2. If the contract proposal made in stage 1 deviates from the standard
green contract, then the other participant within a pair decides whether
to accept the proposed contract or not. When the proposal is rejected,
or the default was proposed, the default green contract applies;

3. The computer picks amount T at random, with each value between
0 and 699 being equally likely. Amount T gives the alternative price
participant A can get in case s/he breaches the contract;

4. Participant A decides whether or not to breach the contract. In case the
yellow contract applies, breach of contract is not possible and this stage
is skipped. When one of the other three contracts applies, participant
A owes the relevant compensation amount to B in case of breach;

5. Per period payoffs are determined. The gross value B obtains when
the contract is performed equals 420. The contract price has to be
subtracted from this amount to obtain B’s net payoffs. Participant A
always bears fixed costs of 130 points. When the contract is performed
the net payoffs of A are equal to the contract price minus these fixed
costs. In case of breach of contract, B’s net payoffs equal the compen-
sation amount as specified in the contract. Participant A then obtains
the alternative price T reduced by both the compensation amount and
the fixed costs of 130. The table handed out to you summarizes these
payoffs [cf. the upper two panels of Table 1].

Each of the four available contracts was considered as being the default.
Besides that, for each type of default contract we considered both the case
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in which the seller (A) proposes the contract and the one where the buyer
(B) does so. Overall we thus used a 4 by 2 treatments design.

Clearly, in practice contract price p is not part of the default breach rem-
edy. Nevertheless we incorporated p in the default contract besides compen-
sation amount δ, because we felt that allowing subjects to bargain separately
about p would make the experiment too difficult. Likewise, in reality the ac-
tual ‘fall back’ in case of disagreement is the situation without a contract.
Yet having a contract with the default remedy as the fall back strengthens
the interpretation of this particular remedy as being the status quo. It thus
gives the alternative non-Coasian prediction that default remedies may mat-
ter a fair chance. Another advantage of our setup is that there are no real
costs to proposing a contract different from the default, because the pro-
poser need not be afraid of ending up with no contract at all (cf. [Fehr,
Kremhelmer, and Schmidt, 2005, p. 8]). S/he can thus safely propose
his/her most preferred contract (but see the next subsection for a discus-
sion of incentive compatibility). This would not be the case if the situation
without a contract served as fall back.

Given the above our experiment may be better interpreted as follows.
Buyer and seller already agreed upon a price p, with the (implicit) under-
standing that the default breach remedy applies. They are currently drafting
the contract and arrive at the paragraph which stipulates what happens in
case the seller fails to perform. At this stage they may want to deviate
from the default remedy and change the contract price accordingly, but only
if both parties agree. If not, the default remedy with the original price p
applies.

3.2 Experimental procedures

In each session we kept the default contract fixed, in order to convincingly
implement it as being the status quo. Within a session we varied the identity
of the proposer, with the seller (subject A) taking up this role half of the
time and the buyer (subject B) the remaining half of the time. We ran two
sessions per default remedy, such that we had eight sessions in total. All
of these were conducted in March, 2006. Overall 160 subjects participated
in the experiment, with 20 participants per session. The subject pool con-
sisted of undergraduate students (mostly in economics) at the University of
Amsterdam. They earned on average 26 euros in about 11

2
hours.

Each session contained 20 periods. In each period the experimental game
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as described in the previous subsection was played. The 20 periods were
divided into four blocks of five periods each. In each block the identity of the
proposer was kept fixed. In one session per default remedy we used the order
of A-B-A-B over the four blocks, in the other session the reverse order B-A-
B-A was used. This block structure allowed us to test for both learning and
order effects. Subjects kept the same role during the whole experiment. In
each single period they were anonymously paired. Within each block of five
periods, subjects could meet each other only once and they were explicitly
informed about that. Moreover, within each session subjects were divided
into two separate groups of ten subjects that were independently matched.
We did so to generate two independent aggregate observations per session.

We provided all subjects with an initial endowment. Because sellers were
expected to earn much more than buyers would do and roles were kept fixed,
we gave participants with role A an endowment of 1000 points and those
with role B an endowment of 5500 points. The conversion rate was such that
300 points corresponded with 1 euro in money.

A potential disadvantage of our ultimatum game like contracting stage
is that contract proposals are affected by anticipated acceptance behavior
as well. In particular, the proposer may propose a second best contract
when s/he thinks this contract is more likely to be accepted than her/his
first best one. The actual contract proposals made thus do not measure the
proposer’s preferences in an incentive compatible way. Our design choice to
have a particular given contract as default (fall back) instead of no contract
mitigates this problem, but does not completely eliminate it. A dictator
game setup, in which the proposer simply dictates the contract that applies,
would have done this. Such a setup would be far less realistic though, given
that in practice it takes the consent of all parties to a contract to deviate
from the default remedy.

With the above in mind we added a second part to the experiment, in
which we measured subjects’ preferences over contracts in an incentive com-
patible way. This part consisted of a single period only. Both seller and
buyer were first asked to individually rank the four contracts from highest
to lowest. The highest ranked contract got 20 points, the second highest
15 points, the third one 10 points and the fourth 5 points. After both had
made their rankings, the points of buyer and seller for a particular contract
were added and divided by 100 (i.e. the total number of points assigned).
This gave the probability that this contract applied in the single period. A
random device subsequently determined the contract that actually applied,
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according to the probability distribution generated by the subjects’ choices.
The game then continued with the draw of T and so on just as before, with
the single exception that the period earnings were now multiplied by 5 in or-
der to provide strong incentives. Besides that subjects have an incentive to
report their preferences over contracts truthfully, the ‘revelation’ mechanism
has the added advantage that it generates a complete preference ordering
over contracts.

The equilibrium prediction that the efficient expectation damages con-
tract will be implemented independent of the default remedy in place (cf.
Section 2), hinges on the assumption of risk neutrality. When subjects are
risk averse or risk loving, the predicted contract choices may change. In
order to verify that possible differences between sessions (i.e. default reme-
dies) cannot be explained by subjects’ risk attitudes, we added a third part
to the experiment. In this final part we measured subjects’ risk preferences
in an incentive compatible way similar to Holt and Laury [2002]. When
discussing the results in Subsection 4.1 we describe this procedure in more
detail.

The experiment took place over the computer. Subjects started with
on-screen instructions (for the first part). All subjects had to answer some
control questions correctly before the experiment started. They also received
a summary of the instructions on paper. At the end of the first part subjects
received new instructions for the second part, and similarly so at the begin-
ning of the third part. At the end of the experiment the experimental points
earned were exchanged for money and subjects were individually paid.

3.3 Hypotheses

According to standard theory risk neutral sellers and buyers prefer the effi-
cient (blue) contract based on expectation damages over each of the other
three contracts. The reason is that the blue contract gives both parties their
highest expected payoff, see the lower panel in Table 1.11 Consequently, the
prediction is that, independent of the identity of the proposer, the efficient
contract will be proposed and that this proposal will be accepted. This also
implies that there is no role for the default contract.

Deviations from risk neutrality may alter these predictions. First consider
the buyer. Under contract EX she obtains a payoff of 80 with certainty

11Note that prices p and compensation amounts δ were chosen such that the parties get
the same expected payoffs in all three inefficient contracts.
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(see the middle panel in Table 1). The other contracts yield her only 56
in expectation. So the buyer’s relative preference for EX becomes stronger
when she is risk averse. Only when the buyer is very risk loving she will
prefer RE over EX. This requires that she prefers a lottery of getting 280
with probability 1

5
and 0 with probability 4

5
over having 80 for sure.

For a risk averse seller contracts SP-prop and SP-lia become relatively
more attractive. In these cases the seller is secured a payoff of 234. Under
EX he bears some risk, because with probability 3

5
he obtains 210. There is a

substantial upward potential though, because with probability 2
5

he gets 350
in expectation. Hence only when the seller is very risk averse, he will prefer
the SP contracts over expectation damages. Like for the buyer, also for the
seller contract RE is a very risky option. This yields him 10 with probability
1
5

and an expected value of 290 with probability 4
5
.

Notice that, while deviations from risk neutrality may explain why par-
ties prefer one of the other contracts to the efficient one, risk attitudes do
not attribute any relevance to the default label per se. Parties value a con-
tract independent of whether it constitutes the default or not. A mechanism
that does attribute a direct role to the default contract is obtained when
agents are motivated by the avoidance of future regret. Regret avoidance
theory assumes that bad actions lead to more regret than bad inactions do
(cf. Korobkin [2003]). Subjects will thus mentally assess the results of op-
portunities actively taken differently than those of opportunities not taken.
In the setting of our experiment it is natural to interpret choices different
from the default as ”actions” and choices for the default as ”inactions”. Bad
inactions then result when the default contract turns out to be suboptimal
ex post (as compared to the other three contracts) whereas bad actions occur
when the new contract agreed upon appears worse than the default. Regret
avoidance theory predicts that subjects especially try to avoid the latter type
of bad outcomes.

To illustrate the impact of regret avoidance, consider the following exam-
ple for the white contract. Under this contract the bad outcome for sellers
is 10 which follows after a low realization of T . This outcome is bad because
any other contract would have yielded the seller more for the given value of
T . Sellers will mentally attach lower weight to this bad outcome when the
white contract is the default (bad inaction) than when one of the other con-
tracts is the default (bad action). Likewise, buyers will attach a lower weight
to the bad outcome of 0 (following after a sufficiently high realization of T )
when the white contract is the default than when it is not. Consequently,
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the white contract is more likely to be implemented when it is the default
than when it is not.

More generally, under regret avoidance default remedies are expected to
be sticky. When specific performance is the default (i.e. either the yellow or
the green contract), the seller may fear future regret from actively deviating
from it. In case of expectation damages (blue contract), this holds for the
buyer. And as already explained above, under RE (white contract) both
parties may anticipate ex post regret. Given that it takes the consent of both
parties to deviate from the default, parties are likely to stick to the default
contract. In particular, it will be more likely that a particular contract is
proposed when it is the default than when it is not, and/or the default label
per se will affect acceptance behavior.

Even when default contracts are unimportant for contract proposals and
acceptance behavior, the default contract in place may still affect actual con-
tract choices. The reason is that in our setting the default contract will also
be implemented when the buyer and the seller disagree about the (most)
preferred contract. According to standard theory and under risk neutrality
such disagreement will not occur, because both parties’ incentives are per-
fectly aligned. Possible sources of disagreement are risk attitudes different
from risk neutrality and regret avoidance. We will briefly discuss these two
sources in turn.

When the seller is sufficiently risk averse he will prefer the SP contracts
whereas these contracts are never preferred by the buyer. When either the
buyer or the seller is sufficiently risk loving s/he will prefer the RE contract,
but this contract is never preferred by a partner who is not risk loving. Dif-
ferences in risk attitudes thus provide ample opportunities for disagreement.

Disagreement may also stem from regret avoidance with respect to the
ex post optimal contract. The seller is best off under the RE contract when
T > 364 whereas for T ≤ 364 contracts SP yield him the most. Hence from
this perspective the seller always suffers from ex post regret when the effi-
cient contract is implemented. This does not apply for the buyer. She ex post
prefers the efficient EX contract when T > 140 and the RE contract when
T < 140. The two specific performance contracts are never ex post preferred
by her, because these are strictly dominated by contract EX. Overall, for a
seller who is motivated by regret avoidance the efficient EX contract is sub-
optimal. Yet the buyer is still likely to prefer the efficient contract, thereby
resulting in disagreement and implementation of the default contract. Note
that this second type of regret avoidance is based on comparing the actually
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Table 2: Proposals by default contract - Seller (A) proposes

Default Proposed contract Total

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

Yellow 79 11 76 34 200

Green 13 49 107 31 200

Blue 52 41 67 40 200

White 37 35 105 23 200

Total 181 136 355 128 800

Freq. 0.23 0.17 0.44 0.16 1.00

implemented contract with the ex post optimal one, rather than with the
default contract.

4 Results

In presenting the results we pool the data from sessions that differ in the
order (A-B-A-B and B-A-B-A) of the party proposing the contract. Although
some order effects can be detected, these demonstrate no consistent pattern.
We also aggregated over first and second halves of the sessions, because it
appears that behavior does not evolve over time.12

The presentation of results is organized into four subsections. We start
with presenting results about contract proposals, then we turn to actual
contracts implemented. After that we explain why default contracts play a
role in the choice of actual contracts. We close this section with examining
breach decisions and the efficiency thereof.

4.1 Contract proposals

Tables 2 and 3 give the distribution of contract proposals by default contract
and identity of the party making the proposal. We first consider the role of

12The test results on order effects and learning ef-
fects are reported in the web-appendix to this paper, see:
http://www1.fee.uva.nl/scholar/mdw/sloof/DefaultBreachAppendix.pdf.
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Table 3: Proposals by default contract - Buyer (B) proposes

Default Proposed contract Total

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

Yellow 4 64 98 34 200

Green 2 21 128 49 200

Blue 3 33 131 33 200

White 10 55 95 40 200

Total 19 173 452 156 800

Freq. 0.02 0.22 0.57 0.20 1.00

the default contract. Is it more likely that a particular contract is proposed
when it is the default contract, than when it is not? The relevant information
is on the diagonals of the two tables. These show no prominent role of default
contracts for the proposals. Formal tests corroborate this. It is not more (or
less) likely that a seller proposes the blue, green or white contracts when
these are the default contracts than when they are not. Likewise, buyers do
not propose the blue, yellow or white contracts more often when these are
the default contracts than when they are not. Only when the yellow contract
is the default contract, sellers are more inclined to propose it than when one
of the other contracts is the default. Buyers, however, are less inclined to
propose the green contract when this is the default contract than when one
of the other contracts is the default. In sum we can therefore formulate the
first result.13

Result 1: Default contracts are mostly unimportant for proposals.

Standard theory predicts that risk neutral buyers and sellers will always
propose the efficient EX contract because this gives the proposing party (as
well as the other party) the highest expected payoff. Hence, the prediction is
that the third columns in Tables 2 and 3 are filled with 200’s and columns 1, 2
and 4 are filled with zeros. This is clearly not the pattern we observe in these

13P-values from ranksum tests for differences in proposals (and actual contracts) by
default contract are presented in the web-appendix.
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tables. Around half of all proposals deviate from the EX contract. Sellers
spread these deviating choices roughly equally over the other three contracts.
Buyers tend to avoid the yellow contract, which is expected because for them
the yellow contract is strictly dominated by the blue contract.

Deviations could be reconciled with standard theory if subjects’ risk atti-
tudes deviate sufficiently from risk neutrality. To test this, in the third part
of the experiment we measured risk aversion in the same way as Holt and
Laury [2002] do. Subjects are given ten choices between a safe lottery and
a risky lottery. (One randomly selected choice is actually paid out; see the
web-appendix for more details.) A number of safe choices equal to 4 corre-
sponds with risk neutrality. We subtract this number of 4 from the actual
number of safe choices to arrive at our measure of risk aversion. A value of
0 then indicates risk neutrality and positive (negative) values indicate risk
aversion (risk loving). The average level of risk aversion in our subject pool
according to this measure equals 1.6 (s.d. = 1.66).

We regressed the number of times that a subject proposed each of the four
contracts (ranging from 0 to 10, and adding up to 10) on her/his level of risk
aversion. Results are reported in Table 4. For each proposer type we imposed
the restriction that the intercepts add up to ten whereas the risk aversion
coefficients add up to zero. The results indicate that sellers’ proposals can to
some small extent be explained by individual risk attitudes whereas buyers’
proposals are unrelated to their (measured) risk preferences. Because we
scaled the risk aversion measure such that a value of zero corresponds with
risk neutrality, we can interpret the intercepts of the regression equations as
the choice frequencies under risk neutrality. These frequencies closely track
the actually observed frequencies reported in the bottom rows of Tables 2 and
3. We therefore conclude that risk attitudes cannot explain the deviations
from the efficient contract proposal.

Comparing Tables 2 and 3 reveals that buyers propose the efficient con-
tract more often than sellers do. In particular, 44 percent of sellers’ proposals
and 57 percent of buyers’ proposals equal the efficient contract. This differ-
ence is statistically significant (p = 0.0294 by means of a ranksum test). A
similar conclusion follows from comparing the intercepts reported in Table
4; the difference between 4.35 and 5.61 (blue contract) is significant at the
5% level. This indicates that the differences between buyers’ and sellers’
proposals are not driven by differences in risk attitudes. A more promising
explanation here is regret avoidance. As explained in the previous section,
sellers may want to deviate from the efficient contract if they try to avoid
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Table 4: Regressions of number of contract proposals on risk aversion

Proposed Sellers Buyers

contract intercept coefficient intercept coefficient

Yellow 1.53*** 0.42* 0.28*** -0.03

(0.55) (0.25) (0.09) (0.04)

Green 1.91*** -0.12 2.22*** -0.04

(0.41) (0.18) (0.33) (0.15)

Blue 4.35*** 0.05 5.61*** 0.03

(0.66) (0.29) (0.42) (0.19)

White 2.21*** -0.35** 1.88*** 0.05

(0.38) (0.17) (0.27) (0.17)

Remark: ∗/ ∗ ∗/ ∗ ∗∗ indicates significance at the 10/5/1%-level.
Standard errors appear in parentheses.

future regret. Ex post the efficient blue contract is never optimal for them
whereas this contract is optimal for buyers in a large number of contingencies
(i.e. T ∈ [140, 700]). Regret avoidance may thus explain the differences in
proposals between buyers and sellers. We summarize the findings so far in
the following result.

Result 2: Almost half of the proposals deviate from the efficient (blue)
contract. Buyers propose the efficient contract more often than sellers do.
These findings are not explained by (differences in) risk attitudes.

4.2 Actual contracts and acceptance behavior

Whether proposed contracts govern the relation between buyer and seller
depends on the acceptance decision of the responder. Tables 5 and 6 give
the frequencies of actual contracts by default contract and identity of the
party doing the proposal. From these tables we observe that slightly more
than half of all relations is governed by the efficient (EX) contract. In each
row of both tables we also see that for all default contracts the frequencies of
the default and the efficient contract are of very similar magnitudes. Formal
tests corroborate this (see the web-appendix), which gives us the third result.
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Table 5: Actual contracts by default contract - Seller (A) proposes

Default Actual contract Total

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

Yellow 104 10 73 13 200

Green 1 92 91 16 200

Blue 2 14 165 19 200

White 16 23 74 87 200

Total 123 139 403 135 800

Table 6: Actual contracts by default contract - Buyer (B) proposes

Default Actual contract Total

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

Yellow 79 40 61 20 200

Green 2 76 101 21 200

Blue 2 16 169 13 200

White 6 32 77 85 200

Total 89 164 408 139 800
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Result 3: The efficient (EX) contract and the default contract are equally
likely to govern the relationship between buyer and seller. This holds for all
default contracts and for both proposer types.

Obviously, if the default contract is proposed, it is also the actual contract.
When another contract is proposed, the default contract still governs the
relationship if the proposal is rejected. The previous subsection has shown
that the default is not important for contract proposals. We now verify
whether the default contract is important for acceptance behavior.

If the contract proposal differs from the default, the responder chooses
between the proposed contract (by accepting the proposal) and the default
contract (by rejecting the proposal). For each pair of contracts (say yellow
and blue) we have observations where one of the contracts (say yellow) is the
proposed contract and the other one (blue) is the default, and observations
where these roles are switched (blue is proposed with yellow as default).
This gives 2 by 2 tables in which we can test for equality by means of a
chi-square test. This allows us to investigate whether a responder is more
likely to choose a contract when it is the default contract than when it is
not. We tested this for all pairwise combinations of contracts. Eight out of
twelve comparisons are insignificant at the 5% level (see the web-appendix).
In the remaining four cases the default contract is chosen significantly less
often. There is thus some tendency for the responder to follow the proposer’s
suggestion to move away from the default. Overall, however, the following
conclusion seems warranted.

Result 4: Acceptance behavior is not seriously affected by default contracts.

4.3 Explaining stickiness

The findings presented so far indicate on the one hand that neither proposers
nor responders have a bias towards the default contract (Results 1 and 4),
while on the other hand relationships are often governed by the default con-
tract (Result 3). This combination of results seems somewhat paradoxical.
Neither proposers nor responders have a preference for the default contract
per se, yet the default contract is often the outcome. Our main explanation
for this apparent paradox is that buyers and sellers often disagree about the
(most) preferred contract and that disagreement puts the default contract in
place.
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Which of the four contracts a subject prefers is measured by two dif-
ferent methods in the experiment. The first method was already described
in Section 3 when discussing experimental procedures. In the second part
of the experiment we asked subjects to individually rank the four contracts
from most to least preferred. The joint ranking of buyer and seller together
then determined the probability that a given contract would be put in place.
Columns (1) and (2) of Table 7 report the shares of buyers and sellers that
put the different contracts first. It shows for instance that 68 percent of the
buyers prefer the blue contract to all other contracts.14

The second method to measure preferred contracts is by looking at the
frequencies of proposed contracts (cf. Subsection 4.1). In the first part of the
experiment each subject makes ten contract proposals. From the observed
frequencies we infer that the contract a subject proposes most often is her/his
most preferred contract. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 7 report the shares
of buyers and sellers that have the different contracts as their most preferred
one according to this method. For example, 14 percent of the sellers proposes
the green contract more often than any of the other three contracts. Because
this second method does not exclude ties, a small fraction of buyers and
sellers have multiple contracts in first place.

Because responders only have the choice (if any) between two different
contracts (the proposed contract and the default contract) we also present
information about revealed preferences between pairs of contracts. Here we
actually have three sources of information. Besides the preferences revealed
in part II of the experiment and the preferences revealed by frequencies of
proposed contracts in part I, we now also have information from acceptance
behavior. For each subject who as a responder was confronted with the choice
between two contracts, we infer that the contract that was chosen most often
is the preferred contract. Information is summarized in Table 8.

Although the two methods employed in Table 7 do not give identical
results, they by and large point in the same direction. The same is true for
the three methods presented in Table 8. The main insight that can be gained
from these two tables is that it is quite likely that a buyer is confronted with
a seller who has different preferences regarding the best contract. Moreover,
within the group of buyers and within the group of sellers preferences over
contracts are fairly heterogenous. This makes it difficult for a proposing
party to predict the responder’s preferences.

14These preferences do not differ significantly across treatments (i.e. default contracts).
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Table 7: Distribution of preferred contracts

Contract Revealed in part II Revealed by proposals

buyers sellers buyers sellers

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Blue 0.68 0.48 0.64 0.48

Yellow 0.23 0.29 0.00 0.20

Green 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.14

White 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.15

Bl+Gr 0.04 0.01

Bl+Wh 0.04 0.00

Ye+Gr 0.00 0.01

Gr+Wh 0.01 0.01

B+Y+G 0.01 0.00

B+G+W 0.01 0.00

Consider, for example, the situation for a buyer who has to propose a
contract and who prefers the EX (blue) contract over the other three con-
tracts. When the default contract is yellow, there is a 44% probability that
s/he meets a seller who prefers the yellow contract and thus will reject the
proposal for blue (the 44% here is based on revealed acceptance behavior,
see column 6 in Table 8). Likewise, with green and white as the default
contracts the probability that a blue proposal gets rejected is 41% and 30%,
respectively. The same type of reasoning applies to other preferred contracts
by the buyer and to revealed preferences of the seller obtained by a different
method. In all such cases of disagreement the default contract will govern
the relationship. We summarize these findings in the next result.

Result 5: Preferences over contracts are fairly heterogenous. This easily
leads to disagreement between proposer and responder, turning the default
contract into the actual contract.
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Table 9: Number of breaches by actual contract

Breach Actual contract Total

SP − prop SP − lia EX RE

‘Yellow’ ‘Green’ ‘Blue’ ‘White’

No 212 297 491 57 1,057

n.a. (100%) (100%) (89%)

Yes 0 6 320 217 543

n.a. (0%) (100%) (98%)

Total 212 303 811 274 1,600

Remark: The percentage of breach decisions that maximizes sell-
ers’ payoffs appear within parentheses. n.a. = not applicable.

4.4 Breach decisions

The final stage of the interaction between buyer and seller is the seller’s
breach decision. Table 9 presents the frequencies of breach and no-breach
decisions by actual contract. In parentheses this table also reports for each
frequency which percentage of the breach decisions maximizes sellers’ payoff.

Under the EX contract all breach decisions maximize sellers’ payoffs. Note
that under this contract no other motives than own payoff maximization
can reasonably play a role. Buyers always earn 80, so sellers can just take
the breach decision that maximizes own payoffs. All breach decisions are
therefore efficient as well. Under the yellow contract the breach decision
stage is omitted. Under the green contract only 6 out of 303 (2%) times
the seller decides to breach, although this can never be beneficial for him.
The average value of T for these 6 cases equals 677 (with a minimum of 644
and a maximum of 698). These are thus cases in which the seller accepts
a slightly lower payoff (i.e. a reduction of 23 points on average), thereby
giving the buyer a large gain of 280 (= 336− 56). Under the white contract
own payoff maximization requires sellers to breach only when T exceeds 140.
10 out of 274 (4%) decisions deviate from this rule.15 Because the actual

15In 6 cases sellers don’t breach when they should (T between 140 and 198, average
T equals 161) and in 4 cases sellers breach when they shouldn’t (T between 82 and 131,
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Table 10: Efficiency of breach decisions

Contract T < 420 T > 420

no breach* breach no breach breach*

Yellow 132 0 80 0

Green 197 0 100 6

Blue 491 0 0 320

White 57 129 0 88

Remark: * indicates the efficient decision.

breach decisions are so close to the predicted breach decisions, the shares of
breaches under the different contracts are almost identical to the predicted
breach probabilities; zero under the yellow and green contracts, 0.40 under
the blue contract and 0.80 under the white contract (cf. Table 1).

Joint payoffs are maximized when sellers do not breach for T < 420
and breach if T > 420. Table 10 shows how often sellers breach by actual
contract and by T exceeding or falling short of 420. Under the blue contract
breach decisions are always efficient. Under the yellow contract breach is
not possible, which is only efficient when T < 420. Under the green contract
sellers almost never breach. As a result 100 out of 106 breach decisions under
the green contract are inefficient when T > 420. Under the white contract
sellers always (efficiently) breach when T > 420, and very often (inefficiently)
breach when T < 420. We summarize the above in our final result.

Result 6: Breach decisions almost always maximize sellers’ payoffs. Breach
decisions are always efficient under the EX contract and very often inefficient
under the other three contracts.

Because breach decisions are always efficient under the EX contract and
implementation of this contract is more likely when it is the default, it follows
that joint (as well as individual) payoffs are higher when the EX contract is
the default than for any other default contract.

average T equal to 110). Only in 2 out of the 6 cases in which the seller doesn’t breach
where s/he is predicted to do so, the seller is responsible for the choice of the white
contract. In 3 out of the 4 cases where the seller breaches where s/he is predicted not to
breach, the buyer is responsible for the choice of the white contract.
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5 Conclusion

Standard economic theory predicts that default breach remedies are imma-
terial whenever contracting and bargaining costs are negligible. Parties will
then always incorporate the efficient remedy into their contract. Some ex-
perimental studies, however, suggest that in practice default rules do matter,
because they may affect parties’ preferences over the various breach reme-
dies. This paper presents results from an experiment designed to address
the role of default breach remedies for actual contract outcomes. In contrast
to previous studies the focus is on a setting with both explicit interaction
between contracting parties and explicit monetary incentives.

In the experiment buyers and sellers have the choice between four dif-
ferent contracts. The first (”yellow”) contract resembles the case of specific
performance protected by a property rule. Under this contract unilateral
breach is not permitted. The second (”green”) contract is very similar and
represents specific performance where the entitlement is protected by a lia-
bility rule. Breach is permitted, but the breach payment is so high that it is
never optimal to choose this option. The third (”blue”) contract corresponds
to expectation damages and specifies a breach penalty that induces efficient
breach decisions. The fourth (”white”) contract is based on reliance damages
and puts no penalty on breach in our setting. Contract negotiations take the
form of ultimatum bargaining. Either the buyer or the seller proposes a
contract. If the other party agrees, this contract governs their relationship.
If not, the relationship is governed by the default contract. Sessions in the
experiment differ in the contract that constitutes the default.

The design of the experiment is such that risk neutral buyers and sellers
both earn the highest expected payoff under the efficient (”blue”) contract.
This means that in principle parties could easily reach agreement. Yet, in our
experiment we observe that the efficient contract and the default contract are
equally likely to govern the relationship. For actual contracts we thus find
that default rules do have an impact and tend to be “sticky”. The reason
behind this is not that contract proposals or acceptance decisions are biased
towards the default contract. Instead, the evidence indicates that the default
contract often results because parties have different preferences regarding the
best contract. While a majority of the buyers prefers the efficient contract,
less than half of the sellers does so. Sellers’ preferences for other contracts are
not explained by their risk attitudes. An alternative explanation for these
preferences is regret avoidance. Whereas the efficient contract gives sellers
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the highest expected payoff, ex post the actual payoff under this contract is
always below the maximum attainable under one of the other three contracts.
Hence, a seller who chose the efficient contract could ex post always have done
better.

Because default contracts do matter even in our experimental world with-
out bargaining costs, it matters which contract serves the role of default
contract. It is welfare enhancing when the default contract minimizes inef-
ficient breaches. Simply trusting that parties will replace inefficient default
contracts by an efficient contract seems unwarranted.

Our findings are based on a design in which disagreement imposes the
default contract and bargaining is in the form of an ultimatum game. Useful
extensions of the current study include deviations from this design: viz. a
situation where disagreement leads to no contract at all and more elaborate
bargaining protocols. Both extensions may reduce the importance of the
default and thereby softening the conclusion based on the current design.16

Apart from that, it may also be useful to include individual measures of
regret avoidance in future studies. This would enable a direct test of the
above suggestion that regret avoidance drives a wedge between buyers’ and
sellers’ most preferred contracts.

Clearly, other reasons why default rules may matter remain. Ben-Shahar
and Pottow [2005], for instance, argue that in practice default rules tend
to be sticky, because proposing an unfamiliar provision can raise suspicion
about there being some unknown problem or unattractive hidden characteris-
tic. This makes it less likely that such a proposal is accepted and, anticipating
this, less likely that such a proposal is made in the first place. In our simple
experimental game interaction is very limited and there is not much that
can be signalled. Only the seller has to take a decision after the contract is
implemented. His behavior at the contracting stage could in principle reveal
information about his preferences and thus give the buyer an idea what will

16Fehr et al. [2005] conduct an experiment on the optimal allocation of ownership
rights. They find that subjects arrive at the behaviorially most efficient ownership struc-
ture, viz. joint ownership, irrespective of whether they start from sole ownership or joint
ownership as initial condition. In their two main treatments the game ends when the re-
sponder rejects the proposer’s offer to change the ownership structure. In another control
treatment with joint owership as status quo, the game does not end after a rejection but
continues under joint ownership. They observe that ”...the basic ownership pattern that
emerged in the control treatment is the same as in the two previous treatments” (p. 19).
This suggests that the impact of the actual fall back may be rather limited.
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motivate his decision whether to breach or to perform. For instance, it might
indicate that his breach decision will be guided by fairness considerations as
well (cf. Bar-Gill and Shahar [2004]).17 The actually observed breach
decisions, however, reveal that these motivational factors are unimportant in
our setting.
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